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Revenue Cloud
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The first Smartsheet Platinum Solution Partner in Europe

AMX GERMANY
ACCELERATES 
ITS GROWTH 



lack of a scalable, growth-enabling business tool

too many new customers at the same time
 (lack of automations to handle them easily)

no bookkeeping system - invoices 
were generated manually

a long time from quoting to invoicing

PROBLEMS AMX GERMANY
WAS FACING IN EVERYDAY WORK:
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difficulties in calculating tax with changing 
tax rate (due to the Covid-19 pandemic, Germany 
reduced the VAT rate)

revenue leakage - there was no dunning process
to collect late payments

no discount policy - sales representatives were
unable to apply any discount for a customer without 
the manager’s approval
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PROJECT SCOPE AND ADVISORY ON:

the Quote to Cash solution

Salesforce Revenue Cloud (CPQ & Billing)

Sales process automations

Dunning process for overdue invoices

Opportunities forecasting

Discount policy - approval process and contracted 
prices
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KEY BENEFITS: 

100% invoices & contracts created with Salesforce

400 historic invoices migrated to Salesforce

Less time spent on administrative work

Business opps renewed automatically

Streamlined accounting and financial processes
- no revenue leakage anymore

CPQ used in live negotiations with customers

lorem ipsum Manual
payment allocations
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the Quote to Cash solution

Salesforce Revenue Cloud (CPQ & Billing)

Sales process automations

Dunning process for overdue invoices

Opportunities forecasting

Discount policy - approval process and contracted 
prices

 

“Very good partner, recommended to us by 
Salesforce. Cloudity consultants were very 

professional and fast. They adapted 
remarkably well to our unique working style 

and requirements!”

Sebastian Paasch
Managing Director, 

AMX Germany GmbH



100% invoices & contracts created with Salesforce

400 historic invoices migrated to Salesforce

Less time spent on administrative work

Business opps renewed automatically

Streamlined accounting and financial processes
- no revenue leakage anymore

CPQ used in live negotiations with customers

lorem ipsum Manual
payment allocations

Torsten Buller
Vice President Delivery & Operations 

Germany

CONTACT US!
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